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‘My heart has
just always
felt very
attached to
the Lakes. I
love being
here and that
feeling of
being
surrounded
by mountains’

WANDERLUST WOMEN

A solo hiking trip prompted Amira Patel to establish the Wanderlust
Women for Muslim women to get active together in the outdoors and
connect with their faith through nature

KENNY BLOCK

A sisterhood in
a safe space

mira Patel knew the Lake District from
visits with family, but it wasn’t until she
decided to seek solace in the mountains
on her own during a difficult period in
her life that she fully appreciated the
positive effects of time spent outside and
how sharing it could help others.
That solo hiking trip led to more, with her social media
posts depicting her adventures wearing the niqaab – the
veil worn by some Muslim women that aligns with hijabi or
a modest way of dressing – receiving high praise for
increasing the visibility of people from more diverse
backgrounds in the outdoors.
The seed of an idea was sown and, in 2020, Bolton-born
Amira founded the Wanderlust Women. The group
encourages participation in empowering activities in some
of the country’s most scenic wild spaces, including the
Lake District.
Through the group, she strives to improve access for
underrepresented demographics, break down stereotypes
associated with Islam, the hijabi lifestyle and dress code
and promote diversity in outdoor pursuits.
“I’d been to the Lakes a few times with family and then
one day I just decided to go by myself. I needed some time
alone as part of my healing process and I just fell in love. It
was after that trip that I started to post on Instagram about
my hikes and things just took off,” Amira explains.
Since its humble beginnings as a small-scale Sunday
meet-up, the Wanderlust Women has grown exponentially
over the last year, its popularity testament to the need for
such groups in a sphere where cultural diversity has
historically been low.
A short film about Amira and her mother Aysha
describing the origins of their love for the outdoors entitled
The Wanderlust Women aired at Sheffield Adventure Film
Festival in July this year and won the Best Professional
Film award in the Women in Adventure category.
It was around that time that Amira decided to take the
plunge, quitting her ‘day job’ to run the organisation
full-time and moving to Cumbria to pursue her passion for
the outdoors.
“I left my job this year because I really wanted to
concentrate fully on the Wanderlust Women, and I needed
a change,” she says. “My heart has just always felt very
attached to the Lakes. I love being here and that feeling of
being surrounded by mountains. I’m such a water baby as
well and I love to swim in the outdoors and it just has all of
those things. People want to come here too which makes it
the perfect place from which to run the retreats.”
Diversity in Cumbria is infamously low, with 98.5 per
cent of the county’s population identifying as white
according to the 2011 census. Despite this, Amira says that
upon making the move to Cumbria she felt very much at
home, and standing out is something that she takes in her
stride. She hopes that by sharing her experiences others
who might have once hesitated will be encouraged to visit
areas such as the Lake District and enjoy the physical and
mental benefits of the outdoors.
“When I came here, even though I knew I had a lot of
friends and connections already, I did feel a bit out of place
but generally everyone here is so lovely and friendly and I
do feel like I belong,” she says. “I think that my being here
is encouraging people like me to come out of their comfort
zones, especially when people come from areas where
there is a lot of diversity and many different cultures to
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‘For our first
retreat we
had women
travel all the
way from
Cardiff and
London to
join us just for
a weekend.
There was so
much fun,
laughter and
sense of
community
gained in just
a few short
days, and it
really did
highlight how
important
these
groups are’

The Wanderlust Women now runs regular retreats at
rural destinations throughout the UK, incorporating
outdoors skills and education with activities to build
confidence such as group hikes and navigation, rock
climbing and wild swimming.
The retreats facilitate connection for participants with
likeminded women and enable them to deepen their
spirituality through time spent outdoors.
In June this year, enlisting the skills of Cumbria-based
climbing instructor Esther Foster and mountain leader
Harriet MacMillan, the Wanderlust Women hosted its first
retreat in the Lake District.
Esther says: “Spending time with these women has
been one of the biggest highlights of my summer. I’ve
found it so refreshing to spend time with people from a
different background to the norm in Cumbria, and I have
learnt so much about their experiences, cultural
backgrounds, beliefs and lifestyles.
“For our first retreat we had women travel all the way
from Cardiff and London to join us just for a weekend.
There was so much fun, laughter and sense of community
gained in just a few short days, and it really did highlight
how important these groups are.
“Amira has truly led the way and bridged the gap for
many of these women. By challenging what people look
like in the outdoors, demonstrating to other similar women
that this can be for them too, and providing spaces where
Muslim women can fully be themselves without feeling
different to everyone else around them, Amira has opened

the door for a more vibrant and diverse outdoor culture. I
have no doubt we will see many of these women leading
future groups, gaining the skills and confidence to access
all sorts of outdoor activities themselves, and challenging
stereotypes and misconceptions along the way.”
Harriet adds: “It’s inspirational to me that so many
women are keen and willing to push themselves out of
their comfort zones. To be a part of that has been magical.
“Amira is a very inspirational leader, organiser and
figurehead of this positive movement and the women that
are a part of this group want to get outside, push
themselves and be connected to others and nature.
“Groups like The Wanderlust Women create safe spaces
for people to come together and create a community of
discovery, acceptance and open mindedness. This helps to
break down barriers in the outdoors and makes it more
accessible, we all deserve to be able to enjoy and learn to
be a part of nature. I look forward to continuing to help
create safe spaces for women to come together and to
actively encourage and support underrepresented groups
to gain more experience, skills and qualifications in
the outdoors.”
Amira wants to enable other women to enjoy the
outdoors confidently and responsibly, and an element of
ethics, education and self-preservation underpins all the
activities that the Wanderlust Women embark upon.
She says: “We’ve just launched our camping and hill
skills retreat in Coniston, which will teach people who are
new to camping all the skills needed from pitching a tent to
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navigation, cooking on the stove, weather conditions and
safety, everything really. It’s going to be really informative
but also a lot of fun because we’ll all camp together too.”
The Wanderlust Women offers far more than just
adventure pursuits, it facilitates connection for participants,
increases the visibility of different ethnic groups in the
outdoors and creates a safe and supportive space for unity
and social interaction whilst enabling them to deepen their
spirituality through time spent in the open air.
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somewhere there is less of those sorts of things. Maybe
there is a small minority of people that are going to give
you a difficult time, but those things will always be there
and it’s all about how you handle it.”
Never one to sit still for long, Amira spends her days
trialing new activities for participants, recently braving the
September sea temperatures to take part in a surf school in
Bristol, and collaborating with outdoor professionals to
develop an exciting and informative programme of events
for the group.
Amira and Aysha also featured in a marketing campaign
for outdoor brand Páramo aimed at increasing the diversity
of models used in active and outdoor-wear advertising.
Amira has also begun working towards obtaining her
Mountain Leader qualification, finding the Lakes to be the
perfect place for both her professional and
personal pursuits.
“Being in the Lakes has just been perfect for working on
my own personal development as well as that of the
Wanderlust Women. I started my Mountain Leader training
very recently and I’m just going to develop my skills slowly
with that and, of course, continue to run the retreats in
the meantime.
“A lot of the skills you learn by being out and just doing
it. I’ve shadowed some instructors and have been working
closely with people that already have those qualifications
and learning from them. Of course, the technical
knowledge is important, but experience is a huge part
of it.”
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Shareen says: “I tried my first outdoor rock climb on
the retreat which was amazing. It’s inspired me continue to climb and join an indoor climbing wall and
I’ve also done some more outdoor climbs since.
“I tried ghyll scrambling for the first time which
was scary at times and took me out of my comfort
zone, I’ve learnt to push myself and I know that I
can overcome new challenges. One other activity
which I will never forget was wild swimming, something about swimming in a natural environment is so
calming, hearing the sounds of the river, the birds
and feeling the sun shining on you.
“Connecting with nature has been a beautiful and
refreshing experience. I feel so relaxed after a
Wanderlust event that I just want to go outdoors
again after I get home. It’s really benefited my mental
health and sparked positivity in my life. Getting to
know other ladies from all different parts of the UK
has been lovely, knowing that you share a common
interest and hearing about others’ adventures is
inspiring. It soon feels like a sisterhood of the outdoors and the connection is heart-warming and
strong.
“It has also strengthened my spirituality and
remembrance of god as I feel like it can be cleansing of the soul, going back to basics and being
amongst the trees, animals and water.”
Fatima says: “I am 41 years old and currently I’m
a carer to my husband who needs daily supervision.
A carer’s role is isolating plus mentally and emotionally exhausting. I have always enjoyed hiking but was
not doing it regularly; I stuck to very local routes as
I didn’t have the confidence and company to try
longer treks.
“Being part of the Wanderlust Women has been
very positive for me, it refreshes my depleted physical and mental energy, at the same time I get the
exercise and mindfulness to keep fit. I also get my
steps in! The group has been an opportunity to
meet like-minded people, since it’s very rare to meet
Muslim or Asian hikers within our own social networks. Wanderlust has enabled us to meet other
women to organise and go on regular walks with.
“It has created opportunities for activities which I
would never have dreamt to take part in, for example
rock climbing, which I am planning to carry on. This
has been great as I am rubbish at it, but by the
second session I did much better and felt a great
sense of achievement. Also this made me restart my
workouts incorporating strength training as my upper
body is weakening. Navigation has been another
good one. We had a session and I have now
booked on a course to gain confidence solo walking
and reading maps.
“Spiritually this is uplifting for me especially with
regular walks and witnessing nature transitioning
between different seasons like summer, autumn, winter and spring when everything is coming to life, this
leaves me in awe of the beauty of nature.”
@amira_thewanderlust | @the.wanderlust.women
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‘Spiritually this is uplifting for me especially
with regular walks and witnessing nature
transitioning between different seasons like
summer, autumn, winter and spring when
everything is coming to life, this leaves me
in awe of the beauty of nature’
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What the participants say
about Wanderlust Women

